Functional morphology of beta cells in the area centralis of the cat's retina: a model for the evolution of central retinal specializations.
The dendritic morphology of beta cells in and around the area centralis of the retinae of normally pigmented and Siamese cats is described. Individual central beta cells in the Siamese cat do not differ morphologically from central beta cells in normally pigmented cats, and in both groups of animals, there is a clear morphological continuity between central and peripheral beta cells. On the basis of systematic patterns of beta cell dendritic orientation, ther area centralis of the normal cat can be divided into a central region, approximately 200 micrometers in diameter, and a pericentral region, approximately 1,400 micrometers in diameter. In the central region, nearly all beta cells have a single large primary dendrite which descends perpendicular to the plane of inner plexiform layer, and gives rise to a dendritic tree which is vertically aligned with the cell's soma. In the pericentral region, the single primary dendrite of most cells descends obliquely through the inner plexiform layer and gives rise to a dendritic tree which is displaced laterally from the position of the soma. For most of the cells the trajectory of the dendrite is systematically related to the location of the cell relative to the area centralis such that the somas are displaced away from its center, presumably in order to minimize the thickness of the ganglion cell layer in the high acuity region. Many beta cells outside the pericentral region also have oriented single primary dendrites, but their orientation seems fairly random with respect to the location of the area centralis. In the Siamese area centralis, this systematic pattern of beta cell dendritic orientation is markedly reduced, suggesting that the pattern is under genetic control. On the basis of these observations, a model for the evolution of the area centralis and fovea is presented which involves selection for systematic for systematic patterns of dendritic orientation in regions of high ganglion cell density.